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Working with family.
Without a doubt, the most 
difficult aspect of preparing for
the Pole-Shift is the Pole-Shift 
denial of family, marital 
partners, non-family loved-
ones or close friends. It can be 
so debilitating, that an 
individual will not move, or 
even plan to move, to their safe
location without the 
cooperation or the even 
permission of those to do so, as
they are so dependent or 
attached to them.
Often the denial is not 
intentional, but due to un-
consciousness of the 
predestined Pole-Shift reality. 

On the other hand, I have noted over the years from the many people who have corresponded with me on this 
issue, that there are several ways people become clearly aware of Pole-Shift-Reality. The various ways Pole-
Shift awareness creeps into our consciousness seem to be: born knowing and talked about the Pole-Shift to their
parents as children; They became aware as an adult by the “Pole-Shift Dream” experience, of which there are 
many forms, yet the core message was the same; As an adult they became aware by reading about it, they did 
the research and came to an ego-based decision about the truth of the impending Pole-Shift; Another group 
seems to be those who are very intuitive, and have come to feel, inner-see or know in some subjective way, that 
a great calamity will befall the Earth during their lifetime.
The harsh reality is that only specific people become Pole-Shift aware, some earlier, some later. The remaining 
only learn of it when the pre-Pole-Shift conditions become so obvious as to be consciously unavoidable, with 
still others falling deeper into denial and rigidly avoiding having to address Pole-Shift-Reality. This latter group 
becomes the main constituents of what we call survivor-migrants. I suspect that timely Pole-Shift awareness is 
by original soul-plan. Regarding the latter: surely the reader realizes that we super-existed before birth and will 
super-exist after death of our human Earth-based body? It is during those super-Earth conditions that we form 
agreements, contracts with others and set our individual intentions for certain life-experiences for our upcoming
life-time, yet there is no way on God’s-Green-Earth that a person can think-into our pre-birth times with the 
ego-mind in order to agree or disagree with this point, period. Regarding our agreements-by-spirit, there are 
exceptions and very rare work-a-rounds of course, but in the main we have to put our “shoulder the wheel” and 
work our lives best we can and hope for the best.
Emotions have to be “kept in check” when working with our Pole-Shift un-aware family members, otherwise 
impassioned appeals will only engender a hardening of attitudes toward the subject. There exists a blockage in 
the mind that causes Pole-Shift denial, this should not be disturbed, therefore, loving acceptance remains to be 
the best approach. There should be little to no resistance in this matter in the relationship, so that potential 
acceptance is not interrupted once the individual finally becomes Pole-Shift aware. Of course, during the early 
times this is easier, but as the run-down to the Pole-Shift wears on without evidence of inner movement by said 
individuals towards some form of awareness manifesting, executive decisions and their resultant actions will 
have to be made by the Pole-Shift aware person. Expectations of Pole-Shift awareness from our loved-ones also
needs to be lessened, so that emotions do not come into play again when Pole-Shift awareness from our loved-
ones is delayed or not manifesting as we hoped. We must let go of desired outcomes, for only the desire for 
what we want is the essential problem. The desire comes from the past, karmic in nature, we should only then 
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reach for love, so that in the end all will be well.
The method I am using with my five offspring and their children is first, reminding myself regularly that they 
chose this life-time and knew about the Pole-Shift before incarnating, and second, that they are souls in their 
own right and must be respected for that.
If we want to know how best to approach the Pole-Shift subject with our loved-ones, observe the waking 
dreams when thinking about them in this regard or when you are visiting in some fashion. The message will be 
the pathway forward for you. The waking dreams will be manifesting even if the individual doesn’t believe, 
want-to-see them or has any kind of resistance to waking dreams. I guarantee to the reader, that the waking 
dreams will guide you in the very best way and for the very best outcome for all concerned.

Waking Dreams.
What is a “waking dream”? Lets take a quick look at the 
basics behind it. Waking dreams are identical in 
principle to sleep dreams, only you are AWAKE while 
receiving them. How is this possible? This is because 
dreaming is a process, just like all the other natural 
functions of life, in other words, dream ALWAYS 
occurs. Dream is not about your sleep habits, your mind 
or your body. Dream surrounds your Life. When you go 
to sleep, does HEAT or electricity stop functioning? 
Dreaming is likewise a constant function of Life, 
therefore, it doesn’t matter whether you are awake or 
asleep.
The messages that come via Waking Dreams are 
essentially the same ones that pass through clairvoyants 
you may employ, from your own intuition or the truth 
gleaned from accurate sleep-dream interpretation, it’s all 
from the same source: your higher self. The big issues 
with sleep-dream are two-fold: getting accurate 
interpretation as the scale of dream-language is 
extremely large, and second, sleep-dream interpretation 
is not generally taught by our families or in our schools. 
Yes, you can read books on the subject, but by the 
simple nature of sleep-dreams, they are absolutely 
unique to the dreamer, so the cookie-cutter approach 

does not work. Therefore, you cannot directly apply a general set of meanings attributed by psychologists to 
objects within a dream, this is the problem with the status quo method of dream interpretation. Now there are 
common factors that abide, such as white=pure/spiritual, black=death/transition or common Earth-human 
objects or beings that convey a message by their nature, such as a cup or bowl which **contains** or a tree for 
**life**, the list goes on. Yet every dreamer has their own exclusive set of beliefs and life experiences that set 
the dream-object meanings by our respective subjective minds. Each dream-object, be they sleep or awake-time 
dreams, set up pathways of acceptance for the dream-message over which the message travels to your ego-
awareness (your waking-mind): what your sleep-dream is trying to tell you. So it is, that the waking-dreamer 
must educate themselves about how to interpret their Waking Dreams. This is not difficult at all! All the dreamer
has to do is observe their day and combine the timing of the visual vignette that passes before your eyes, the 
object that you are drawn to see or the sound-event at the moment you are considering an important subject.
Now we are used to just passing though our days by our intentions of fulfilling our duties, play and/or seeking 
to fulfill our desires, but the aspiring waking dreamer need only add observation to their day! See your day as a 
smooth fabric of experience and just notice what sticks OUT of your daily fabric. This happens many ways, but 
the essential method is to notice what YOUR ATTENTION is drawn-to while you are thinking about something 
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you would like clarification with, what is bothering you or what you are wondering about. Your yearnings, 
needs, desires in MIND seem to be the catalyst for the waking dream to manifest. There are many methods to 
facilitating the Waking Dream, read my book on the Pole-Shift (2021) for more detail.
Backing up a little: The flip side of sleep-dreaming, is that many people do not remember their dreams! 
Obviously there exists blockages in their minds to this form of communication. This is perfectly fine, but what 
to do? Waking dreams then become the work-a-round for those people. Note, that Universal dreaming is still 
working, so we switch-it-up to observe our dreams during the day. So those people who for some reason have 
never or rarely ever experienced a sleep-dream can now explore a whole new world. Keep this in mind as well: 
for not remembering sleep-dreams does not mean you were not dreaming! It only means you did not remember 
the dream. Admittedly, a person who does not remember their sleep-dreams will tend to lack the experience to 
interpret their daily waking-dreams or dreams-by-day, but the big advantage for observing Waking Dreams, the 
day-dreamer has the great benefit of intellect, passive observation and reasoning-power to interpret their dreams
on-the-fly, real time and derive the dream-message quickly and effectively without having to remember a sleep 
dream!

Ham radio.
Ham radio is essentially a radio receiver and a “radio 
station” (or a broadcasting station) in a single device. 
“Hams”, or amateur radio licensees, can inter-relate with
others with Ham radios freely, as long as the signal is 
being received equally by both parties. This form of 
long distance communication is the near future for the 
After-Time survivor and their communities. 
Interestingly, the term “Ham” originated from pompous 
early electronics Grey-beards of the early 20th century, 
looking down on the advanced methods of voice 

commutation via “amateur” radio broadcasting. Originally, there was the “Morse code”: an antiquated method 
of radio communication via “dots” and “dashes” which was essentially a binary operation with it’s own 
language. This is where “SOS” originated: (dot dot dot “S”, dash dash dash “O”, dot dot dot “S”). The words: 
“Save Our Souls” was added by sociological circumstances, but more accurately, “Save Our Ship” was the 
original call.
Getting a Ham radio license (and call sign) is fairly easy these days, and even though the popularity of Ham 
radio has declined in the last few decades, the test to get a license is reasonably simple to achieve with few 
weeks of study. Usually a radio enthusiast needs to have a amateur radio license to buy a radio, but with the 
advent of Chinese amatuer radio manufacturers, it seems anyone can buy a hand-held transceiver from China, 
just don’t operate until the After-Time!
There are basically 4 categories of amateur radio bands (of frequencies): low, medium, very-high and ultra-
high: the higher the band, the more straight the signal is between radios. The straighter (higher the frequency) 
the signal, the shorter the reach because of the curvature of the Earth, conversely, the lower the frequency the 
much farther it can reach as it’s signal “bounces” off the ionosphere layer of Earth’s atmosphere. Obviously, 
short distance communication is the ticket for almost all Pole-Shift survivors to arrange for barter of food and 
assistance between After-Time communities.
These days, the amateur radio has advanced to the point where very powerful radios can be bought that can 
broadcast over very long distances, yet radio communication can be very productive over a small to moderate 
distance of 10 to 20 miles, this is important for After-Time communities within reasonable walking/hiking 
distances to communicate. The other big advantage with amateur radio, is the very broad scale or range of 
frequencies available to the radio equipment, this is why I suggest Ham radio equipment in comparison to 
citizens band radio.
Citizens band radios are high frequency, short distance radio. The receiver must be in a straight-line location (no
obstacles such as hills, mountains or buildings in the pathway of radio communication) in order to receive a 
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good signal which is effective from 1 to 15 miles away. CB radio is definitely an option, but your safe location 
community needs to consider its options when adopting radio communication which depends greatly on 
location and relative community activities. Citizens Band or “CB” radio is a license-free option. Of course, 
adopting both Amateur and CB radio is recommended if the funds and expertise is there. If there is any doubt, 
amateur radio is the best overall choice for a After-Time community radio as it has a very large spectrum of 
frequencies and a very broad range of related radio and related equipment. 
Cell phones will fail utterly to provide consistent communication during the late-rundown to the Pole-Shift 
(2022) and the networks will be unavailable (extremely busy) in the months before the Pole-Shift and it’s 
infrastructure will be nonexistent in the After-Time. For hard-line communication, it is suggested to rely on old-
fashioned land lines for telephone communication during the END TIMES.

The Pole-Shift end times are HERE 
NOW: Food!
Food and food-systems are the new 
gold, there is no doubt of this. Food 
being the product of food-systems: soil, 
water gardens, foraging, fishing, 
hunting and the raising and husbandry 
of common livestock needs to become 
the Pole-Shift preppers job 1.
Unfortunately, our modern“first world” 
societies today have long since become 
supremely food-availability-assumptive.
Mass food production for at least a 
century has been systematized into a 
kind of a first-world public-
unconsciousness, a between-Pole-Shifts 
and globally-expected plastic-wrapped, 

sterilized, labeled, government-approved, bottled, canned, dried-and-bagged expectation of food-on-demand. 
Today, most of us need only drive or walk a mile or so to buy whatever food we could want at our fingertips. 
This food-convenience will evaporate even before the Pole-Shift is upon us and its wholesale highly-diminished
replacement will be very quickly self-evident by those who wish to provide food for their families immediately 
after the Pole-Shift, this, all-the-while broad-scale bulk and packaged food is still available. Zetatalk suggests 
that a year and a half of food supply be stocked for the transition into the After-Time.
Many survivors of the Pole-Shift will be just the last minute lucky who have survived by ducking behind a rock 
outcropping, hunkering down in dip in the ground (not recommended),  behind a heavy cement wall, perhaps 
hiding in a heavy equipment vehicle to avoid the flying rock during that Pole-Shift hour, but they will be 
whoafully unprepared once the Pole-Shift is done.  These souls will be dying of either dehydration and/or a 
diarrhea death from a dearth of potable water, but those who manage to procure clean drinking water, and who 
were uninjured during the Pole-Shift, will still be faced with death either by starvation or by the infections 
resulting from ingesting bad food.
On the other-hand, up in the hills and mountains, or those who have situated themselves on stable land that is 
safe from certain gargantuan water flows, will be those who have prepared ahead-of-time for the Pole-Shift: 
survival communities, small and large, who have equipped themselves with all the necessary equipment, tools, 
medical kits, dried and/or canned food, live animals/poultry for on-going husbandry, buildings, seeds and 
gardening gear and communication apparatus for an effective new life in the After-Time. However, a potential 
remaining issue could be: did you stock enough food to eat while setup and the transition to a 100% 
homesteading food supply becomes available?
I suggest moving away from “supermarket food”, or reliance upon it, as soon as possible and adopt the old 
methods of food procurement, preparation, drying, salting, fermenting and storage systems as a potential 
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permanent replacement.
In my various dream states, I am consistently and sporadically reminded that food is the first requirement we 
will need and the first thing survivor-migrants will ask of us: “Do you have any food?”.
Buy and store more food than you think you will need!

The Last Pole-Shift.
Prior to the last pole-shift, the geographic North Pole was situated over Greenland, with the corresponding 
geographic South Pole on the coast of Antarctica facing Australia near Casey Station. This is why Greenland is: 
“still heavy with ice from that period”(zt).
This was also during the time of the historical Christian biblical reference-times of the Moses notoriety.  He was
in Egypt during those times, about the year 1637 BC. It is likely that, during those times in Egypt, Earths pre-
pole-shift conditions were also assisted by the attending ET tech. During these end-times for Earth, it is also 
getting massive attention from ET workers. So what happens to Earth when a solar system interrupter transits 
through our solar system?: an orbitally-stopped Earth. I have described in my upcoming book, that with an 
Earth stopped in orbit, it causes seasons that are 7 years long, which is what we would be facing now without 
ET tech “tipping the globe” as the Zetas of Zetatalk have reported. It is the tipping of the Earth that simulates 
our seasons. Yes, there are many questions and corresponding answers, much of which I explain in my 
upcoming book. Our seasons would be in reverse order: Spring, becomes Winter, Winter morphs into Fall, and 
so on, but why? This is because Earth is not only stopped in orbit, but is being pushed backwards by an 
opposing Planet X advancing from the opposite direction.
Moses’ leadership to save the “Israelites”, referred to as: “his people”, was assisted by benign aliens/ETs. ET 
tech was provided to assist the operation (so-called “Exodus”), not because the people involved were of special 
status necessarily, but only because they were people of Earth needing assistance to survive the Pole-Shift.
The Red Sea is due for big changes during this pending Pole-Shift event as well. The Arabian Plate abuts the 
Eurasian plate which manifests as a fault line up the middle of the Red Sea, therefore the stress between the 
Eurasian plate and the Arabian Plate is expressed at that juncture during the Pole-Shift: a widening of the sea.
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New Madrid.
The New Madrid fault line, according to human science, runs along the Mississippi River with Memphis 
Tennessee located somewhat south of the center, where the fault line is supposed to have an overall length of 
about 125 miles. The reality, as pointed out by Zetatalk, is that it actually extends from northeastern Mexico all 
the way through the city of New Madrid northward to the St. Lawrence seaway. Besides the obviousness of a 
deep channel widening into a gulf (St. Lawrence Seaway) being a split in the upper part of a continental plate, 
the reality of a much larger fault line also makes sense to me, since the continent of North America is really a 
craton made-up of an agglomeration of smaller continental plates from Earths very, very long past. It is the 
compressing of various continental plates into a larger one that contributes to inherent fault lines that are 
hidden. Thereby, when the geological history according to geological scientists is observed, it is obvious that at 
one point in Earth’s fantastically varied history, that a massive event compressed the continents of the globe into
a single continent: called: Pangaea.
Earth’s collision with one of Planet X’s moons many millions of years ago, created this human-designated 
continent of Pangaea, but prior to that, Earth was known by other extraterrestrial societies as a much larger 
planet called Tiamat. All this in my my book that I am writing, with thanks to Zecharia Sitchin, who wrote 
many books on the subject detailing the extremely ancient geological history of Earth. Since many millions of 
years ago, post Pangaea, Earth has subsequently become known as “Ki”. Pre-Pangaea, Earth, as Tiamat, orbited 
our Sun as the 5th  planet from the Sun and was forced to migrate from the 5th to the 3rd orbital position due to 
that collision. Earth will not suffer such a collision during this Pole-Shift!
The New Madrid fault line has a history: as recent as December 16th, 1811 an earthquake of an estimated 
Richter 7.2 - 8.2, with aftershocks following up into February 1812, did vast damage across the area, so a 
pending major adjustment prior to the Pole-Shift would certainly be expected.
The core of the issue that most people ask me about is: “when will the “New Madrid” occur?” I have been 
saying for about 2 years that spring 2021 would be the timing, but apparently, the Zetas of Zetatalk have finally, 
all be it tacitly suggested, that the timing will be  in late 2020. The Zetas, speaking prophetically of the more 
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common visibility of Planet X by January 2021: “The US will be dealing with the New Madrid by then...” On 
this statement, Nancy Lieder says in her most recent newsletter: “the New Madrid adjustment is close, and will 
happen before the end of 2020”.

The “New Madrid” is not a single 
event, but will be a series of events 
caused by an anticipated escalation 
of lateral geological pressure that 
exists between Earths rigid 
continental crust structures, 
specifically: to the south, a 
westward-rolling South American 
continent dragging over the 
Caribbean plate in the Gulf of 
Mexico which is against the 
southern portion of the North 
American plate. This silent but 
deadly geological action is bending 
the western section of North 
America to the west (like a bow: 
Alaska and California being pulled 
together) while the eastern portion 
of the North American continent 
Image: (The Gaspé peninsula, the 
Allegany and the Appalachian 

mountain ranges and the associated lands down to the US eastern portions against the Gulf of Mexico and to the
west along the eastern side of the Mississippi river) remains more-or-less attached as the “Atlantic Seaboard” 
that extends into the eastern Atlantic to the Mid-Alantic ridge where Eurasia (and the African Plate) abuts the 
North American continental plate. The anvil of the “New Madrid” event, is that the continental plate of North 
America is stuck-in-place against Eurasia under the Arctic Ocean, and so provides the drama that the Planet X 
magnetic hammer can batter the North American continent to bend like a bow to the west until the New Madrid 
fault line demonstrably adjusts. Of course, the worst of the New Madrid occurs during the Pole-Shift.
Since we now know that the New Madrid adjustments will begin this fall, that makes it about a few months over
2 years to get ready for the Pole-Shift for US citizens who need to transit over the Mississippi or move any 
appreciable distances east of the Mississippi River (FEMA, Military blockades). West of the Mississippi, 
damage will be less, but perspective travelers to their safe locations must take care to have alternate routes that 
do not involve passing over a bridge if at all possible. The closer the safe location route is to the Mississippi 
River, the more intense the damage on the ground will be. This first of the New Madrid adjustments is 
considerable but no where near the final adjustment during the Pole-Shift. There will be other adjustments after 
this pending one for late 2020.
Meanwhile, those of us on the ground, must take care to be able to establish our safe locations before the Pole-
Shift arrives on February 4th, 2023. Note: February 4th 2023 will be the first day of the historical “6 days of 
sunrise west”, or the first day of Earths stopped-rotation which will be proceeded by an additional 5.5 days of a 
still-Sun prior to the Pole-Shift.

This series of Planet X NewsLetters is the third iteration of which began in late 2009 with
a then total of 18 issues by about mid-2011, then a second iteration of 4 issues in 2015. I 
love writing these NewsLetters because I can think, plan, cogitate the material and, by-
the-way, get corrective feedback from my oversoul regarding the odd bits of detail prior 
to publishing, this way I can polish my words as I see fit and write according to the 
timing that works for me. Of course I use Zetatalk as a baseline, but, as in Life, one has 
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to use what we were given as human beings to fill out the missing sections of Pole-Shift preparation with 
common sense and the application of general physics with an eye to the understanding that human man’s 
science is still in Universal diapers. The latter means one needs to think for themselves, most especially during 
these times.
On another note, I have been providing safe location advice for people around the world now for about 12 years
now which I have provided for free, now this is changing as time is slowly becoming “of the essence”. For 
those who have few funds, or under circumstances where money is an issue, I still provide free assistance, but 
for those who can pay, I ask for $100 AMD ( via Paypal) per session over the telephone, Zoom, Whatsapp or 
Facetime for specific safe location advice. Use: chrismwakefield@gmail.com to contact me regarding safe 
location advice.
The Pole-Shift is completely survivable! One only need to be out-of-the-wind below ground in a trench, 
somehow embedded in a hillside, in a homemade bunker or a natural cave (NOT a grotto or a dug-out hole 
without forethought as the the Pole-Shift conditions). Remember, the Pole-Shift is only an hour long, so After-
Time food and equipment should be your focus once your survival system is established. Food, Food, Food! 
Remember to get more food than you think you may need.

Chris Thomas Wakefield.
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